
Feeling Euphoric

My work is inspired by the HBO television show Euphoria. This show inspires me
because of the creative directing, lighting, outfits, and makeup. These portraits
incorporate neon lights and different makeup and outfit styles in order to give a feeling
of youth and adventure. I took these portraits in various locations including a skating
rink, the Arboretum, and my own apartment. I used props and makeup to enhance the
photos and to truly capture euphoric feelings. I wanted my work to explore a relationship
between two friends while incorporating elements of fashion portraits.

In my work, color is very important. I utilized color in order to enhance the mysterious
and youthful feeling of the portraits. My use of neon colors at the skating rink and the
blues and purples allows the viewer to recall memories of when they were young and
adventurous with their friends. With this project, I utilized movement. In the portraits at
the skate rink, because of the neon lights and background the color seems to be
dancing around the composition, the viewer’s eye travels across the entire composition.
I could have improved upon the unity of the work. Unifying the work based upon location
would have improved this project.

When creating this body of work, I was able to gain skills with taking photos quickly in a
public setting. In addition, I learned how to think of ideas on the spot. Working with
humans offered me experience with posing people that aren’t experienced with
modeling as well as allowing me to gain the necessary people skills to direct them into
getting the perfect shot. I was also able to come up with creative ideas in order to
achieve the color I desired. Mark Tiu is a contemporary artist that is known for
photographs like the ones I was trying to achieve with this piece. His work incorporates
young models surrounded by color and light. Overall, I am very proud of this work and
the way it came out.


